
•Subjects aged between
10-40 years

•Comprehensive eye
examination at Rotary
Eye Hospital, Navsari.

• Included: Myopia SER
of ≥0.50D till -7.00D,
and Myopic Astigmatic
upto -2.50 D

•No other ocular or
systemic anomalies.

Prospective 
Observational study

• Before (June 2019 to
March 2020) and After
Lockdown(August
2020 to March 2021)
in India.

• Refraction in Same
subjects

(N= out of total 220
eyes, after exclusion
140 eyes considered)

Group

•Statistical analysis
(Pair T test) of the
data

•Spherical (SPH) and
Spherical
Equivalent (SER)
Component [in
Diopters(D)] of

•Autorefraction(AR)
data & Subjective
Refraction(ST).

Analysis

• Myopia, a refractive error in which rays of light entering the eye
parallel to the optic axis are brought to a focus in front of the
retina when ocular accommodation is relaxed.1

• The main concerns of Myopia are its prevalence, estimated to be
about 50 percent of the world’s population by 2050 as per Holden
et.al. 2, risk factors: genetic and environmental, its progression
and ensuing complications.

• It is being speculated that the unforeseen COVID-19 pandemic
lockdown along with its protective measure has provoked an
upsurge of near work and exposure to digital screen, known risk
factors of myopia, might induce some change in myopic refraction.

• Few studies have evaluated it’s effects in children, one study
noted an increase in half-year incidence rate of myopia, 3 while
another revealed a significant myopic shift in COVID-19 period.4

• Autorefraction is the most frequent objective refraction tests
along with Subjective Refraction. We intended to study for the
change in Myopic refraction in both these refraction in view of the
lockdown.

INTRODUCTION

AIM

DISCUSSION

• The study intended to Observe the Change in myopic Refraction
which was found to be increased after lockdown deduced from
Dioptric change and mean difference findings (shown in the table) in
both the SPH and SER component in AR as well as ST after
lockdown.

• A study Comparing Myopic Progression before, during, and after
COVID-19 Lockdown in children indicated accelerated myopic
progression during the lockdown, though it was reversed partially
after it .5

• A Similar study on refractive changes in myopia during the COVID-19
home confinement using photoscreenings found a substantial
myopic shift (approx.−0.3D) in 2020 compared to previous years for
younger children (6-8 years) however it was minimal in elder age (9-
13 years) .4

• In this study the mean difference (about 0.31 D) and change in
Dioptric values are suggestive of an increase in myopia, with a
higher difference in the Autorefraction followed by Subjective
refraction.

• This change in myopic refraction also is remindful of the near work
prone daily activities favored by the lockdown, resulting increase in
accommodative convergence demand also.

• Study limitations are the less number of high myopic eyes,
additional factors such as age-wise distribution, ethnicity, genetics,
and ocular parameters such as accommodation, convergence, axial
length and their relation to this change.
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RESULTS

METHODOLOGY

CONCLUSION

This study concluded a noteworthy change demonstrating the
increase in myopia in same eyes after lockdown, the quarantine
near dependent lifestyle might have contributed this change in the
young-adult population and so a proper refraction considering
these new normal times is essential.
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GRAPH 1: Mean Diopters of Refraction 
in Same Subjects before and after 

lockdown
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GRAPH 2: Mean 
Difference (in D) in 

Refraction before and 
after lockdown  

Refraction N
Mean Dioptres ±

SD
Mean Difference

(in D) ± SD
p Value

SPH AR Before 140 -2.35 ± 1.49
0.31± 0.46 p<0.01

SPH AR After 140 -2.66 ± 1.51

SPH ST Before 140 -2.10 ± 1.43
0.29±0.46 p<0.01

SPH ST After 140 -2.39 ± 1.50

SER AR Before 140 -2.68 ± 1.49
0.31±0.44 p<0.01

SER AR After 140 -2.99 ± 1.49

SER ST Before 140 -2.35 ± 1.43
0.30±0.45 p<0.01

SER ST After 140 -2.65 ± 1.51

• The Mean age of study was 20.57 ± 0.40 years.
• Following table shows Refraction data before and after lockdown:
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